Summary. We present a object-oriented library of C++ features for 3D PET reconstruction. This library has been designed so that it can be used for many algorithms and scanner geometries. Its flexibility, portability and modular design have helped greatly to (a) develop new iterative algorithms, (b) compare iterative and analytic methods using simulated, phantom and patient data, (c) adapt and apply the developed reconstruction algorithms to different designs of tomographs. As 3D iterative reconstruction algorithms are time consuming, the library contains classes and functions to run parts of the reconstruction in parallel, using parallel platforms with a distributed memory architecture.
Introduction
Iterative reconstruction methods applied to image reconstruction in three-dimensional (3D) positron emission tomography (PET) should result in possibly better images than analytical reconstruction algorithms. However, the long reconstruction time has remained an obstacle to their development and, moreover, their clinical routine use. Together with the constant increase in performances of the computing platforms, recent developments in parallel processing techniques offer practical ways to speed up the calculations and attain clinically viable processing rates [1] . The aim of this paper is to present the development of a library of object-oriented building blocks for the implementation of both analytical and iterative reconstruction algorithms in 3D PET.
An object-oriented library for volume reconstruction in 3D PET

Reconstruction algorithms
Various analytical (exact and approximate) and iterative algorithms have been proposed for 3D reconstruction in PET. The reconstruction algorithms already implemented or under development using the object-oriented library for volume reconstruction include:
• The reprojection algorithm (PROMIS) [2] .
• The Fourier rebinning algorithm (FORE) [3] .
• The maximum likelihood by expectation maximisation (ML-EM) algorithm [4] .
• The ordered subsets, expectation maximisation (OSEM) algorithm [5] .
• The maximum a posteriori, expectation maximisation (MAP-EM) algorithm [6] .
• The least squares (LSQ) algorithm [7] and variants of it including the image space reconstruction algorithm (ISRA) and ordered subsets ISRA (OSISRA) [8] .
• The ordered subsets, Mirror (OS-MIRROR) algorithm [1] .
• The algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) [9] .
2.2
Advantages of object-oriented programming Unlike procedural programming languages which separate data from operations on data defined by procedures and functions, object-oriented programming languages consist of a collection of interacting high-level units, the objects, that combine both data and operations on data. This renders objects not much different from ordinary physical objects. This resemblance to real things gives objects much of their power and appeal. They can not only model components of real systems, but equally as well fulfil assigned roles like components in software systems. They interact and communicate with each other using messages.
Variables and methods common to every object of a certain kind define a class. Inheritance between objects allows the programmer to define a hierarchy of objects, where each object takes on the attributes and behaviours of its ancestors. This hierarchy is an inverted tree structure (with the root at the top and the leaves at the bottom) where each lower level of the tree defines more specific attributes about a particular class of object.
Description of the reconstruction library
We have designed a library of classes and functions for 3D PET image reconstruction. Its modular design uses the object-oriented features of C++: self-contained objects hide implementation details from the user, and hierarchies of objects are implemented using inheritance. The library contains classes and functions to run parts of the reconstruction in parallel on distributed memory architectures. This allows to run the library on massively parallel computers, as well as on clusters of workstations. The library has been designed so that it can be used for many different algorithms and scanner geometries including both cylindrical PET scanners and dual-head rotating coincidence gamma cameras. It is portable on all computer systems supporting the GNU C++ compiler or Microsoft Visual C++. The building block classes included in this library can be described as follows ( fig. 1 ):
• information about the data to be reconstructed (PET scanner characteristics, PET study);
• memory allocations of multi-dimensional arrays or tensors (1D, 2D, 3D or 4D);
• reading and writing (I/O) data in Interfile format (for which a 3D PET extension is proposed); • manipulation of multi-dimensional arrays;
• classes for projection data (the complete dataset, segments, sinograms, viewgrams) and images (3D and 2D); • various filter transfer functions (2D and 1D); • Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) utilities; • forward projection operators (ray tracing method using Siddon's algorithm [10] ); • backprojection operators (incremental, beamwise interpolating backprojection using Cho's algorithm [11] ); • trimming, mashing, and zooming utilities on projection and image data; • classes for both analytic and iterative reconstruction algorithms;
• stream-based classes for message passing between different processes, built on top of PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine), EPX (the native library provided with Parsytec-CC systems), or (in development) MPI (Message Passing Interface);
• classes and functions to use all these modules nearly transparently in a master-slave architecture. The advantages of having such a library are:
• modularity and flexibility of the reconstruction building blocks to implement new reconstruction algorithms; • possibility to use the same software implementation of the reconstruction building blocks to perform image reconstruction on different scanner architectures (cylindrical PET scanners ass well as dual-head coincidence gamma cameras). Furthermore, operators can work indifferently on data stored in sinograms, in viewgrams (set of parallel projections), or in coincidence list mode. 
Data structure
The hierarchy of data structures implemented in the library is presented in fig. 2 . This is not a hierarchy of class derivation, but of containment. Let a PETSegment be the 3D data structure by abuse of terminology. A PETSegment may be expressed in two flavours or derived classes (PETSinogram and PETViewgram), depending on the order of the coordinates: View, Ring and Bin. Thus, the user has the capacity to decide, depending on the scanner geometry, what is the best and fastest way to organise the data.
The projection/backprojection operators
The forward projection operator is based on the implementation of Siddon's algorithm [10] , calculating the length of intersection of LORs with image voxels and making use of geometrical symmetries of the image volume. The backprojection operator is based on an extension to 3D cylindrical geometry of Cho's incremental algorithm [11] : the 3D beamwise, incremental backprojection method [12] .
Voxel update values are found from bi-linear interpolation between four projection elements. Sweeping the image volume beam by beam, where a beam is the volume delimited by the central rays of four adjacent projection elements, allows to make use of a number of beam constants. Combining this with the exploitation of the geometrical symmetries of the image volume results in a very fast implementation of the backprojection operator.
Software implementation and timing
The above described library was implemented on UltraSparc and Pentium processors, and on the Parsytec-CC system made of PowerPC 604 processors, a distributed memory, message passing parallel computer, globally classified into the multiple instructions operating independently on multiple data (MIMD) category of parallel computers. The amount of computer time required for a PROMIS reconstruction of data sets obtained from three different PET scanners on a single node of the above described system can be split up into overhead (matrix handling and I/O), filtering, projection, and backprojection times as detailed in Fig. 3 . Fig. 4 shows representative slices of brain and thorax patient scans reconstructed with PROMIS and OSEM. The later is shown for comparative purposes. 
Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we described a flexible library which can be used to study current and implement new reconstruction algorithms for a wide variety of scanner geometries. The use of object-oriented software has helped greatly to (a) compare analytic and iterative methods, (b) develop new iterative algorithms (c) adapt and apply the developed reconstruction algorithms to various designs of positron tomographs. The powerful constructs promoted by object technology can yield elegant, quality code. This programming paradigm makes it possible to envision incremental refinements to the building blocks described in this paper with maximum code reuse by providing a framework for effectively defining standards using the inheritance mechanism. This approach streamlines development and improves reliability. Finally, elapsed computational time for reconstruction is an issue in the acceptance of a reconstruction algorithm. Hence parallel processing approaches are gaining in importance. Object-oriented programming also results in an undeniable computing time performance penalty associated with the service requests between the objects, because they are implemented as function calls. Moreover, objects are created and destroyed at a huge rate and the dynamic memory allocation/deallocation increases the execution time. The accuracy of iterative algorithms depends strongly on the performance of the projectorbackprojector pair used.
